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Abstract. A 2.45-GHz filter is fabricated by thin film bulk acoustic wave
resonator 共FBAR兲 technology. It is designed to minimize die size and
simplify the fabrication process simultaneously by using inductive coupling plasma etching. The quality factor of a fabricated single resonator
is 1567 and the electromechanical coupling coefficient is 5.7%. The fabricated filter has minimum insertion loss around 1.5 dB and maximum
insertion loss at 3.6 dB in 83.5-MHz bandwidth, which is suitable for
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Introduction

Filters are critical components for wireless communication
systems, especially in high frequency regions. Currently,
most radio frequency filters involve surface acoustic wave
共SAW兲 filters; however, the power handling capability is
not adequate for certain applications. For example, the filters after the power amplifier and before the antenna in the
transmitter stage must sustain high output powers to about
30 dBm. Most SAW filters specify safe input power of only
around 10 dBm, lower than the requirement. Thin film bulk
acoustic wave resonator 共FBAR兲 technology utilizes bulk
acoustic waves. It has features of high power handling capability, small size, and the possibility of further integration
with semiconductor components. Therefore, FBAR is a
promising solution for these filter applications.
Presently, the fabrication methods for FBARs can be
classified into three categories: backside wet etching
processes,1,2 frontside etching processes,3,4 and multilayer
reflection methods,5,6 as shown in Fig. 1. However, the
multilayer reflection method requires thickness and stress
control for each layer. It is difficult to precisely control the
performance of the FBAR fabricated using the frontside
etching process, since the selectivity cannot be ignored during bulk etching. The backside wet etching process has
drawbacks of large device size and also has difficulties in
frontside protection. Besides device fabrication, applications of FBAR7,8 and materials suitable for FBAR have
also been extensively investigated.9,10 Nevertheless, device
performance and design flexibility still highly depend on
the predefined process. Therefore, a reliable fabrication
process is expected.
In this study, a FBAR was demonstrated using a modified back-side etching process. The key idea was to employ
inductive coupling plasma 共ICP兲 to implement the backside etching process. Since high aspect ratio structures can
be realized using the ICP etching process, devices with
1537-1646/2005/$22.00 © 2005 SPIE
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much smaller feature size can be fabricated. Moreover, ICP
etching has the characteristics of a dry process and larger
selectivity between substrate and films, and the protection
of the front side during bulk etching. Resonators and filters
were also fabricated and characterized to confirm the feasibility of this process design.

Fig. 1 Typical FBAR structures: 共a兲 backside etched structure, 共b兲
frontside etched structure, and 共c兲 multilayer structure.
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Fig. 2 Simulation schematic of a bulk acoustic resonator.

2 Design and Analysis
Thin film bulk acoustic resonators operate like quartz resonators, except that they are fabricated by thin film technology. Since the device geometry can be made extremely
small, their operation frequency is much higher than that of
quartz resonators. As shown in Fig. 1共a兲, a typical FBAR is
a stacked structure consisting of a piezoelectric layer and
two electrode layers. In addition, this stacked structure is
suspended so that both the top and bottom surface are free
to deform in out-of surface directions. The piezoelectric
layer is used to generate longitudinal acoustic waves along
the thickness direction. Since longitudinal acoustic waves
perfectly reflect at free surfaces, e.g., a solid-air interface,
standing waves can be created in the FBAR structure at
desired frequencies. The piezoelectric film then transfers
energy from acoustic standing waves to electrical resonance.
An accurate model is required to simulate the complex
behavior of FBAR. In this work, an acoustic transmission
line model was used.11 This model treats all acoustic layer
segments as microwave transmission lines using the forcevoltage analogy. In addition, a conventional Mason equivalent circuit model was used for the modeling of piezoelectric materials. This model comprised two acoustic ports and
one electrical port,11 as shown in Fig. 2. The acoustic ports
were connected to acoustic transmission lines to model
propagations of acoustic wave in a multilayered structure.
The electrical port could pass voltage and current information to nearby electrical circuits. By connecting Mason’s
equivalent circuit model and acoustic transmission line
models in a series, frequency response of the stacked structure was simulated. The simulated resonance frequency of
the proposed FBAR is around 2.4 GHz. Moreover, from the
series resonance frequency f s and parallel resonance frequency f p, the electromechanical coupling coefficient 共K2兲
was expressed as,12

 fs
2 fp
K2 =
.
 fs
tan
2 fp

冉 冊

共1兲

A good resonator for filter application should have a wide
separation between f s and f p, which represents a high electromechanical coupling coefficient 共K2兲. Higher K2 facilitates wide band filter design and fabrication.
The relationship between resonance frequency, electromechanical coupling coefficient 共K2兲, and structure thickJ. Microlith., Microfab., Microsyst.

Fig. 3 Simulation result of effective electromechanical coupling coefficient at different piezoelectric layers to top electrode thickness
ratio.

ness was predicted using the aforementioned simulation
model. The FBAR can be designed to operate at various
resonance frequencies and electromechanical coupling coefficients for different combinations of piezoelectric layer,
top electrode, and bottom electrode thicknesses. In this
study, the thickness of the bottom electrode was fixed, and
the effective electromechanical coupling coefficient K2 was
tuned by varying the thickness ratio of the piezoelectric
layer to the top electrode layer. In general, to increase the
coupling coefficient K2 at a particular resonance frequency,
the thickness ratio 共TR兲 of a piezoelectric layer to the top
electrode layer needs to be increased. Figure 3 shows typical simulation results of effective electromechanical coupling coefficients at different TRs of piezoelectric layers to
top electrode layers. The simulation employed AlN as the
piezoelectric layer, Ti-Pt as the bottom electrode layer, and
Al as the top electrode layer. According to the simulation
results in Fig. 3, the FBAR could achieve a better electromechanical coupling coefficient if the thickness ratio is
greater than 5. However, the electrode thickness could not
be too thin for the conductivity and thin-film deposition
considerations 共i.e., film thickness control兲. After compromising device performance and manufacturability, a favorable thickness combination, including the bottom electrode
layer, piezoelectric layer, and top electrode layer, was selected for the following fabrication processes. The piezoelectric layer was around 2 m, and the top and bottom
electrodes are less than 4000Å.
Conventional ladder-type filter design was used in this
work.13 As shown in Fig. 4, the filter in this study consists
of seven resonators. These seven resonators were designed
to have only two different resonant frequencies. Thus, the
characteristics of the filter were determined by these two
resonant frequencies of the resonators. In general, the design parameters of the filter included the planar dimensions,
resonant frequency, and electromechanical coupling factor
of the resonator. According to Mason’s model, the information of resonance frequency and the electromechanical coupling coefficient can be simulated. Moreover, the quality
factor of the resonator has already been determined during
the deposition of the piezoelectric film. In this work, the
quality factor Qs was not be tuned by process means, it was
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Fig. 4 Configuration of a typical ladder-type filter.

regarded as a fixed parameter during design. Consequently,
the remaining parameters were the planar dimensions of the
resonator, which directly affects the mask layout. A
minimum-size filter was preferred. In addition, the filter
designed in this study must meet the requirement of low
insertion loss and high rejection. In summary, the desired
filter has the following specifications: center frequency is
2441.75 MHz, bandwidth is 83.5 MHz, rejection is more
than 25 dB, and return loss is greater than 10 dB. To this
end, ADS commercial software was employed to design the
planar dimensions of the device to optimize filter
performance.14 Since the thickness of the piezoelectric film
was 2 m, the optimal length of each resonator was in the
range of 100 to 300 m.
3 Fabrication Process and Results
The fabrication processes employed in this study are summarized in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5共a兲, a silicon dioxide
layer was thermally grown on a 共100兲 silicon substrate, and
then a silicon nitride layer was deposited on top of it. These
two layers not only insulate devices from silicon substrate,
but also act as etching stop layers for the ICP process. The
bottom electrode was deposited and patterned, as shown in
Fig. 5共b兲. After that, the piezoelectric layer was deposited
and patterned, as illustrated in Fig. 5共c兲. Aluminum nitride
共AlN兲 was selected in this process to be the piezoelectric
layer. Since the AlN共002兲 structure grown on Pt has better
orientation,15 Ti-Pt film was employed as the material for
the bottom electrode in Fig. 5共b兲. The dc sputtering process
was used in Fig. 5共c兲 to deposit the AlN film, and the wafer
temperature was 160 °C, which was measured by a thermal
couple attached directly at the substrate. The AlN film was
etched to provide connection between the bottom electrode
and top electrode. According to the higher etching rate, wet
chemical etching was preferred to pattern the AlN. Moreover, the slope of the sidewall could be tuned to about 1 / 20
by wet etching, as indicated in Fig. 5共c兲. Thus, the step
coverage was significantly improved due to this inclined
sidewall. Disconnection of the conducting metal wires
caused by the step coverage problem was eliminated. After
that, the top electrode was deposited and the geometry was
defined by a lift-off process, as shown in Fig. 5共d兲. The
material of the top electrode was aluminum, which has low
resistively and low density as well. Since the FBAR filter
should be comprised of resonators with two different frequencies, an additional thin metal layer was deposited on
some of the resonators to shift down the resonance frequency as shown in Fig. 5共e兲. Afterward, backside bulk
J. Microlith., Microfab., Microsyst.

Fig. 5 FBAR fabrication process using backside ICP.

silicon etching was implemented using ICP, and then the
thin membrane was formed, as shown in Fig. 5共f兲. The
membrane was free at both top and bottom surfaces, therefore the resonator achieved a high quality factor. Finally,
insulating layers 共SiO2 and Si3N4兲 under the membrane
were removed to increase the quality factor and fine tune
the resonance frequency, as shown in Fig. 5共g兲.
The fabricated devices were designed to have compact
size 1 ⫻ 1 mm, therefore the total number of devices on the
six-inch wafer was about 10,000. Figure 6共a兲 shows the top
view photo of the fabricated filter. The in-plane dimensions
of the filter cavity was about 430⫻ 550 m. As indicated in
Fig. 6共a兲, there are seven resonators with different sizes: the
largest resonator was about 180⫻ 160 m and the smallest
resonator was about 120⫻ 150 m. This photo also shows
that the electrodes and FBAR membrane were not damaged
during the backside etching process. The SEM photo in
Fig. 6共b兲 shows the cross section view of a typical suspended FBAR filter. It is clearly observed from the SEM
photo that the filter has vertical sidewalls perpendicular to
the wafer surface. The experiment results demonstrated that
the size of the filter was significantly reduced by the ICP
etching process, compared with the backside wet etching
process, which normally consumes a four times larger area
due to anisotropic etching characteristics. In addition, the
ICP etching was a dry process and had high material etching selectivity, so that this process could prevent material
overetching and membrane sticking problems. These prob-
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Fig. 8 XRD pattern of sputtered AlN film.

to demonstrate the orientation quality of AlN, as shown in
Fig. 8. In this figure, an AlN 共002兲 peak can be clearly
observed at 36 deg. The packaged size can be 3 ⫻ 3 mm by
wire bond method or 2.5⫻ 2.0 mm by flip chip method.
This size is the same as that of SAW filters but is much
smaller than that of ceramic filters.

Fig. 6 Photos of the fabricated device: 共a兲 top view and 共b兲 cross
section view.

lems frequently occur in existing FBAR fabrication
methods.1–4 Figure 7 shows the zoom-in photo of the membrane structure. It demonstrates that the micrometer-thick
AlN film had grown well on the Ti-Pt film, therefore the
collimated structure throughout the layer can be observed.
Moreover, an x-ray diffraction XRD pattern was measured

4 Measurement and Results
To demonstrate the performance of the device fabricated
using the processes in Fig. 5, two types of acoustic devices
were measured. In addition to characterizing the performance of the filter, the resonator was employed as a test
key to identify the quality factor of the device. During the
test, both of these two devices were characterized by network analyzer and on-wafer probe sets. The overall measurement setup, included probes and lines, were calibrated
using short-load-open-through impedance standard substrates at the beginning of the measurement.
Resonator test keys were tested by the one-port test
method. Moreover, to demonstrate the overall performance
of the resonator device, the parasitic resistance on the chip

Fig. 7 Collimated structure of AlN can be identified in the suspended membrane.
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Fig. 11 Relationship between temperature and variation of resonance frequency.

resonator, the phase should change from −90 to +90 deg in
steep slope at the series resonance and parallel resonance
points. However, if the resonator had energy dissipation,
the slope of phase change becomes gentle. The quality factor 共Qs兲 at the series resonance frequency was calculated by
the rate of phase change with frequency at resonance12:
Qs =

Fig. 10 Comparison of measured and simulated input impedances
for 共a兲 magnitude and 共b兲 phase.

was not de-embedded after measurement. Test results of
resonators are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the
S11 of the resonator in the form of a Smith chart. It shows
that a very small effective series resistance was presented,
so that the measured S11 circle was slightly shrunk. However, this small amount of series resistance in the resonator
was acceptable for filter application purposes.
Figure 10共a兲 shows the measured and simulated magnitude of input impedance. The measured series resonance
frequency f s and the parallel resonance frequency f p in Fig.
10共a兲 were determined by the minimum and maximum input impedance, respectively. According to the measured f s
and f p, the electromechanical coupling coefficient 共K2兲 of
this device extracted from Eq. 共1兲 was about 5.7%. Simulation of the input impedance utilized transmission line
model is described in Sec. 2. The simulation results agree
well with the measured ones. However, the measured curve
had a narrower separation of f s and f p than the simulated
one. This is because the simulation model employed an
ideal piezoelectric constant. Figure 10共b兲 shows the measured and simulated phase of input impedance. For an ideal
J. Microlith., Microfab., Microsyst.
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where ⬔Zin is the phase of input impedance. For this device, the phase change was quite steep at the series resonance point, therefore the resonance had a very high quality
factor. The quality factor at the series resonance point was
calculated to be 1567 for this device. These electrical performances show that the ICP process was promising for the
fabrication of bulk acoustic resonators.
The characteristics of resonators were sensitive to the
ambient temperature.4 In this regard, the resonators were
also tested under various temperatures using the thermal
chuck and wafer probing method. The temperature was
controlled to rise from 25 to 80 °C and then cool down
from 80 to 5 °C. Series resonance frequencies were recorded and plotted in Fig. 11, where each error bar represents five measurement data. The measured relationship between temperature and resonance frequency was linear. In
addition, the temperature coefficient of resonance frequency was about −27.4 ppm/ ° C, which was consistent
with Ref. 4. After the device temperature cooled down from
high temperature to room temperature, the resonance frequency returned to its original value at room temperature.
These results indicated that although bulk acoustic wave
devices using the ICP method consisted of a suspended
structure, such as a membrane, they still held good thermal
conductivity. Thus, there was no heat piled up in the device
during temperature variation.
Next, the filter performance was measured. This filter
was a traditional ladder-type design; it included four serially connected resonators and three shunt resonators. Figure
12 shows the typical measurement result. The minimum
insertion loss was about 1.5 dB and maximum insertion
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station. The quality factor and electromechanical coupling
coefficient of a single resonator are 1567 and 5.7%, respectively. The insertion loss of the filter in Fig. 11 has a maximum of 3.6 dB at 83.5-MHz band 共from 2.4 to 2.4835
GHz兲. In addition, the rest of the region has more than
25-dB rejection. These fabrication and test results demonstrate that high-quality thin film bulk acoustic resonators
and filters can be designed and fabricated using an ICP
process.
As shown in Fig. 9, the measured resonator performance
has some unwanted modes near the resonance points. These
modes could result in unwanted ripples near the passband.
To overcome this problem, resistive loss could be deliberately added in the cost of higher insertion loss. However,
the required amount of resistance is hard to predict or simulated, therefore extensive experiments should be carried
out.
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